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STANDARD TOBIT
 Let us consisder a simple example: an individual maximizing
his utility relative to expenditure on tobacco (y) and other
goods (z) given disposable income (x).
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 We can ignore the constraint on z, but, on the other hand, many
individuals will pick up the corner solution for y.

STANDARD TOBIT
 Define a latent variable
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assume it is linear in income:
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 In this model, we observe two types of individuals:
1. Individuals who spend a positive amount on tobacco
2. Individuals who spend a non-positive amount (observed
expenditure = zero)

STANDARD TOBIT
 Therefore:
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 The distribution of expenditure is truncated
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STANDARD TOBIT
 In this case, OLS is not consistent
 Consistent estimation with censored or truncated sample is
the Tobit model (tobit in Stata)
 Note that standard Tobit model is useful if the sample is
randomly selected among the population: in case of tobacco
expenditure, people simply choose whether to buy tobacco or
not!
 In case of endogenous sample selection, we need another
investigation method; the sample selection model (Tobit II).

COMPUTATION
 In the following slides we illustrate an hypothetical data file from UCLA,
with 200 observations. The academic aptitude variable is apt, the reading
and math test scores are read and math respectively. The variable prog
is the type of program the student is in, it is a categorical (nominal)
variable that takes on three values, academic (prog = 1), general
(prog = 2), and vocational (prog = 3).

TRUNCATION

 Looking at the histogram
on the left showing the
distribution of apt, we
can see the censoring in
the data, that is, there are
far more cases with scores
800 than one would expect
looking at the rest of the
distribution.

TOBIT ANALYSIS
 The ul( ) option in the tobit command indicates the value at which
the right-censoring begins (i.e., the upper limit). There is also a ll( )
option to indicate the value of the left-censoring (the lower limit) which
was not needed in this example.

SAMPLE SELECTION MODEL
 Let us consider the case of studying female’s wages. Usually,
in survey data wages are observed for a fraction of women in
the sample, whereas the remaining part of women are
observed as unemployed or inactive.
 If we run a linear regression using the observed wages, this
would deliver consistent estimations only if working females
are a random sample of the population.
 The point is that theory of labor supply suggests that this may
not be the case, since (typically) female labor supply is
sensitive to household decisions.
 That is, female workers self-select into employment, and the
self-selection is not random.

SAMPLE SELECTION MODEL
 The consequence is that using observed wages to estimate
the model equation will not deliver estimates that converge
to the population parameter!

 The main problem with sample selection model is to establish
if the rule determining whether or not observation are
available is correlated with the process under investigation.

SAMPLE SELECTION MODEL
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 where h* is a latent variable Therefore wages are:
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 Outcome equation:
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 When h*>0, women are observed to work, and their wages
w* are observed.

 Assume a linear model for latent variables:
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Notice that for identification the
estimation of the bivariate sample
selection model may require at least one
regressor in the participation equation be
excluded from the outcome equation.

SAMPLE SELECTION MODEL
Normalization
used since only
the sign of h* is
observed

 We assume bivariate normality for , .
,
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and
, then h* = w* and
we are back to the standard Tobit model.

SAMPLE ENDOGENEITY HIGHLIGHTED
 If we estimate the outcome (wage) equation conditional on
labor market participation, we obtain:
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If we use standard linear regression (OLS)
on the observed wage earners → bias due
to endogeneity → we “forget” this part!

 There would be no bias if:

0, i.e. the two error terms are not correlated, i.e. sample
selection is not endogenous.

HECKMAN TWO-STEP ESTIMATOR
 Heckman argued that the presence of selection bias can be viewed
as an omitted variable problem in the selected sample.
 We can consistently estimate the outcome equation through the
following procedure:
1. Obtain a Probit estimate of from the model:
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using all observations N, then we obtain
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 λ is the inverse Mill’s ratio: λ
2. Obtain estimated coefficients from the OLS regression on the
, .
selected sample, on
These estimators are consistent.

FIRM LEVEL ANALYSIS
 In the previous session, we analysed the export probability of
firms using the binary dependent variable “export Y/N”.
 A recent paper by Sun [The World Economy, 2009] on Chinese
firms estimates a Heckman two-stages model of export
participation and export intensity of Chinese firms.
 The focus is on the effects of innovations and foreign direct
investments on export decisions.

SUN (1/4)
 The empirical approach of the paper by Sizhong on the effects
of FDI on export behaviour of Chinese firms involves a twostep decision:
1. Whether to export
2. How much to export
 In the sample, one-half of the firms report no exports,
therefore the impact of this unobserved export behaviour can
by accounted for by the sample selection model.

SUN (2/4)
 For identification purposes, she assumes that the number of
firms participating in exporting only explains export
participation, not export intensity.
 The number of firms participating in exporting in the four
years signals the fixed export cost, and hence the more
frequently the firm participates in exporting the more likely it
will continue to export. Nevertheless as the fixed export cost
has been paid and become sunk, it should not affect how
much the firm is willing to export. Hence, it is reasonable to
exclude from the export intensity equation the number of
firms participating in exporting in the four years.

SUN (3/4)
 Sun estimates three models:
1. With the full set of explanatory variables (multicollinearity...)
2. Because of the multicollinearity issue, he re-runs the model
dropping some interactions terms.
3. As a robustness check, he also runs a Tobit model, which
accounts for the non-participation of exporting but imposes
a restriction that explanatory variables have equal effect on
both export participation and export intensity decisions.
 The magnitude of the estimated coefficients display some
differences, but the signs do not change.

SUN (4/4)
 The geographic location of firms determines whether their
export intensity rises or falls with industry-level FDI

 FDI affects firms’ export intensity differently

